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SUMMARY 
  

In the investigation the analysis of MEMS sensors for future research in geodetic monitoring systems 

on two examples is performed. Firstly, the heights of special points on the metal ruler are determined 

by various devices including 3 smart phones with different MEMS sensors. This approach could be 

used for special tasks, but it is not enough for the creation of an automated monitoring system based 

only on the phone MEMS sensors. Secondly, the accuracy in the dynamic and static mode of the 

Bwsensing NB-WM 410 with MEMS sensor is investigated. Using the special system with the Leica 

1205 total station, it was found that the accuracy of the inclinometer 0.01° could be used in some 

tasks of geodetic monitoring at constant measurement temperatures. Power and data transmission via 

WIFI channel is configured, which allows automating the measurement process. The special data 

from devices is transmitted to the server, recorded in a table, and displayed on graphs. In the future, it 

is planned to develop software that will report the danger if the permissible limit is exceeded. 
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Introduction 
 

Traditionally, geodetic monitoring could be performed by three major methods: global navigation 

satellite systems (GNSS), total positioning stations (TPS) and photogrammetric systems. In recent 

years, tilt and acceleration measurements are a valuable part of the special monitoring systems. In 

works (Zaiats et al., 2017; Savchyn et al., 2019)a special system for real-time monitoring of 

deformation processes was installed in Stebnyk, Lviv region. The monitoring system consists of two 

inclination stations Leica Nivel 210. Based on the analysis of the obtained results, the average daily 

values and directions of the maximum angles of inclination of the territory are calculated as well as 

the conditional division of the mine field territory into blocks with different quantity of subsidence is 

carried out. Tilt sensors are used in the construction of the Bursh Khalifa (Hiller Bernd et al., 2015). 

The disadvantages of such sensors are a small range of inclination measurements and expensive price. 

In (Vivat & Marusyak, 2017; Savchyn & Lozynskyi, 2019) the TPS method is used for the monitoring 

and analysis of consequences of waste-slide motions at Lviv Municipal Solid Waste Landfill. The 

disadvantage of the method is the need for an operator hence the impossibility of automation. In work 

(Chiriac, V.) the use of inclinometers for monitoring the TV tower is investigated. But the errors of 

the inclinometer are not investigated 

 

Taking into account the pros and cons of the above monitoring technologies, in this work the 

operation of sensors based on microelectromechanical systems(MEMS) are tested. MEMS are 

microscopic integrated devices consist of a combination of electronics, electrical, and mechanical 

elements. The main difference of the sensors is the use not only of electric sensors, such as capacitors 

and inductors but also mechanical: gears, springs, pendulums. Due to the fact that these sensors allow 

obtaining a number of parameters, such as inclination, acceleration, and direction to the magnetic pole 

as well as to have a lower price than analogs, MEMS could be used for geodetic monitoring of 

objects. Since the main parameter for geodetic monitoring is the accuracy of measurements, in this 

work, the accuracy of sensor measurements at different ranges and temperature changes is 

investigated. 

 

Methods of investigation 

 

In figure 1 shows the interface of the Sensors program of Samsung M20 smartphone.The MEMS 

sensor could be used with a certain accuracy as an accelerometer, a gyroscope as well as for the 

determination of parameters ofthe geomagnetic field, orientation, gravitational field, linear 

acceleration, rotation vector, position.  

 

 
Figure 1.Avaliable features of MEMS sensors of Samsung M20 smartphone 

 

One of the authors, during an internship at Neubrandenburg University of Applied Sciences, 

Germany, studied different MEMS sensors for several smartphone models. A metal ruler length of 1.6 

meters with selected points at the intervals of 110 mm is chosen for the investigation. As the 

reference, conditional heights are determined with level Leica DNA-03. At the same intervals, 

measurements were performed with a mechanical inclinometer and three smartphones directly and in 

the opposite direction for 20 seconds of measurement time at each interval. The application for 

android "G-sensor Logger" is used, which writes data to a file with a frequency of 0.02 seconds. Thus, 

1000 measurements were obtained at each interval. After filtering the data through the sine of the 

angle of inclination and the known acceleration of free fall in the area, the high differences of the 

points are calculated. Each phone has its own fixed systematic deviations, but the appearance of the 
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curves is similar. The last step is to assign the first and last points of the reference values (level Leica 

DNA03). So this approach could be used for special tasks, but it is not enough for the creation of an 

automated monitoring system based only on the phone MEMS sensors. 

 

Examining the market of professional sensors of physical quantities MEMS, it was found that the 

main manufacturers of sensors are the American company STMicroelectronics and China Bwsensing. 

In table 1, a selection of several MEMS sensors that could be satisfied the accuracy for the geodetic 

monitoring are performed. 

 

Table 1 The selection of sensors from Bwsensing for geodetic monitoring systems 

№ Name Model Accuracy Range 

1 Static inclinometer NB - WM 410 0.01° +/- 90º 

2 Dynamicinc linometer VG300 1°/0.01° +/- 90º 

3 Electronic compass SEC385 3D 0.5° 360º 

4 Inertial system AH300 0.5° 360º 

 

In this work, studies were performed with two inclinometers NB - WM 410. The device records the 

angle of inclination in the two planes "X" and "Y" and the ambient temperature. The static and 

dynamic accuracy of the devices, as well as the effect on the accuracy of changes in ambient 

temperature are studied (figure 2). The authors have configured the data transfer to the server, where 

the measurement data are recorded and displayed with the required discreteness. 

 
a                              b                              c 

Figure2.The NB-WM 410 inclinometer is attached to the telescope of the Leica 1205 total station 

 

The NB-WM 410 inclinometer is rigidly attached to the telescope of the Leica 1205 electronic total 

station in three positions; along the axis "X", "Y", and in special position (fig. 2). During the study, 

the inclinometer continuously recorded readings with a frequency of 10 seconds, and the telescope of 

the electronic total station in the range from 0º to +/- 3º with a resolution of 1º. The measured vertical 

angles are taken as a reference for the measured angles by an inclinometer. Thus, the dynamic 

accuracy of the inclinometer is investigated. 

 

Results of investigations 

 

Tables 2-4 summarize the data of studies of the dynamic accuracy of the inclinometer, where INC 

read Xi ° is the reading of the device on the X axis, INC read Yi ° - reading of the device on the Y 

axis, Max Slope Read - maximum reading, Max Slope Ang - maximum tilt angle, Etalon ang - the 

reference value of the angle, Dif. - standard deviation ofthe angle measurements of inclinometer.The 

comparison of the measurements (table 2-4) with declared accuracy by the manufacturer the following 

results are obtained: an inclination on an axis "X" is defined three times more precisely than the 

declared characteristics, but one value on an axis "Y" goes beyond accuracy. Also, when turning by 

45º, one value is based on the tolerance of accuracy. In general, the measurements satisfies the 

accuracy for monitoring geodetic objects. 
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Table 2 Data measured by inclinometer, position a (see figure 2) 

INCread X, ° INCread Y, ° Max Slope Read, ° Max Slope Ang., ° Etalon ang.,° Dif., " 

-0.7544 -0.0756 0.7582       

-1.7557 -0.0406 1.7562 0.9980 1 -7.2 

-2.7552 -0.0070 2.7552 0.9991 1 -3.4 

-3.7582 -0.0070 3.7582 1.0030 1 10.7 

-3.7582 0.0259 3.7583 0.0001 0 0.3 

-2.7586 -0.0073 2.7586 0.9997 1 -1.2 

-1.7575 -0.0415 1.7580 1.0006 1 2.2 

-0.7556 -0.0722 0.7590 0.9990 1 -3.7 

 

Table 3 Data measured by inclinometer, position b (see figure 2) 

INC read X, ° INC read Y, ° Max Slope Read, ° Max Slope Ang., ° Etalon ang., ° Dif., "  

-0.0795 -3.7140 3.7148       

-0.0918 -4.7153 4.7162 1.0014 1 4.9 

-0.1082 -5.7200 5.7210 1.0048 1 17.4 

-0.1234 -6.7259 6.7270 1.0060 1 21.5 

-0.1289 -6.7436 6.7449 0.0179 0 64.4 

-0.1147 -5.7415 5.7426 1.0023 1 8.1 

-0.1000 -4.7402 4.7413 1.0013 1 4.8 

-0.0856 -3.7375 3.7385 1.0028 1 10.0 

 

Table 4 Data measured by inclinometer, position c (see figure 2) 

INC read X, ° INC read Y, ° Max Slope Read, ° Max Slope Ang., ° Etalon ang., ° Dif., "  

0.39153 0.15515 0.42115       

-0.49547 -0.30820 0.58350 1.00465 1 16.8 

-1.38620 -0.77280 1.58706 1.00356 1 12.8 

-1.38372 -0.77163 1.58433 -0.00274 0 -9.9 

-0.49545 -0.30762 0.58318 1.00115 1 4.1 

0.39830 0.16085 0.42955 1.01273 1 45.8 

 

Tables 5-6 summarize the effect of temperature on the accuracy of the measurements. The data in 

table 5 is measured from the inclinometer rigidly fixed to the wall in the middle of the room where the 

temperature changes within one degree. The data in table 6 is measured from the inclinometer rigidly 

attached to the wall outside the room where the temperature changes within five degrees. 

 

Table 5 Indoors measurements by NB-WM 410 inclinometer 

INC read X, ° INC read Y, ° Max Slope Read, ° Max Slope Ang., ° Etalon ang., ° Dif., "  

0.7665 1.0084 1.2666       

0.7676 1.0090 1.2678 0.0011 0 4.1 

0.7665 1.0076 1.2660 -0.0018 0 -6.3 

0.7663 1.0071 1.2655 -0.0005 0 -1.8 

0.7662 1.0092 1.2671 0.0016 0 5.8 

0.7666 1.0075 1.2659 0.0011 0 4.1 

 

Table 6  Outdoors measurements by NB-WM 410 inclinometer 

INC read X, ° INC read Y, ° Max Slope Read, ° Max Slope Ang., ° Etalon ang., ° Dif., "  

0.3203 -1.0079 1.0576       

0.3001 -0.9902 1.0347 -0.0229 0 -82.5 

0.3295 -0.9854 1.0390 0.0043 0 15.6 

0.2877 -0.9647 1.0067 -0.0323 0 -116.3 

0.3286 -0.9578 1.0126 0.0059 0 21.4 

0.3433 -0.9423 1.0028 0.0098 0 35.3 
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Analyzing table 6, it is shown that the sharp heating affects the accuracy of the reading. But the error 

of these samples is also higher, so the affected by temperature data are easy to identify and to exclude 

in future. For monitoring tasks, the possibility of online work with sensors is important. For this 

purpose, the data transmission via WIFI channel is configured. Thus it is possible to see the data 

measured by the inclinometer online as well as download special data in .txt format from the server. 

 

Recommendations and conclusions 

 

In the investigation the analysis of MEMS sensors for future research in geodetic monitoring 

systemson two examples is performed. Firstly, the heights of special points on the metal ruler are 

determined by various devices including 3 smartphones with different MEMS sensors. This approach 

could be used for special tasks, but it is not enough for the creation of an automated monitoring 

system based only on the phone MEMS sensors. Secondly, the accuracy in the dynamic and static 

mode of the Bwsensing NB-WM 410 with MEMS sensoris investigated. Using the special system 

with the Leica 1205 total station, it was found that the accuracy of the inclinometer 0.01° could be 

used in some tasks of geodetic monitoring at constant measurement temperatures. Power and data 

transmission via WIFI channel is configured, which allows automating the measurement process. The 

special data from devices is transmitted to the server, recorded in a table, and displayed on graphs. In 

the future, it is planned to develop software that will report the danger if the permissible limit is 

exceeded. 
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